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Making the invisible visible: the impact of federating
groundwater data in Victoria, Australia
Peter Dahlhaus, Angela Murphy, Andrew MacLeod, Helen Thompson,
Kirsten McKenna and Alison Ollerenshaw

ABSTRACT
The Visualising Victoria’s Groundwater (VVG) web portal federates groundwater data for the State of
Victoria, Australia, thus making legacy data, government datasets, research data and communitysourced data and observations visible to the public. The portal is innovative because it was developed
outside of the government and offers real-time access to remote authoritative databases by integrating
the interoperable web services they each provide. It includes tools for data querying and 3D
visualisations that were designed to meet end-user needs and educate the broader community about a
normally invisible resource. The social impact of the web portal was measured using multidisciplinary
research that employed survey instruments, expert reference groups, and internet analytics to explore
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the extent to which the web portal has supported decision making by governments, industry,
researchers and the community. The research found that single access, multiple data set web portals
enhance capacity by providing timely, informed and accurate responses to answer queries and
increase productivity by saving time. The provision of multiple datasets from disparate sources within a
single portal has changed practices in the Victorian groundwater industry.
Key words
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INTRODUCTION
Groundwater is a precious resource, however because it is

economic, social and environmental needs (e.g. Holman &

hidden from view, the nature of groundwater can be misunder-

Trawick ; AWA ; Fernandez et al. ; Gill et al. ).

stood by non-scientists and is often the subject of myths (Price

Referred to as the New Digital Age (Schmidt & Cohen

). Globally, the expanding demand for groundwater to

), or era of Big Data (e.g. Boyd & Crawford ;

supply human consumption, energy and food production has

Mayer-Schonberger & Cukier ) the present time

led to groundwater resource overexploitation (Gorelick &

period provides unprecedented opportunities for a deeper

Zheng ) with corresponding threats to environmental and

understanding and appreciation of our global environ-

ecological values (e.g. Nevill et al. ) and the sustainability

ments,

of food production (e.g. Scanlon et al. ). As a result, ground-

volume of digital data on natural environments has

water exploitation in many countries is regulated by statutory

grown exponentially, especially in the physical (e.g.

requirements that increasingly consider the competing

including

hydrogeological

environments.

The

Lynch ; Bell et al. ) and environmental sciences
(e.g. Porter et al. ) where much of it is collected by sen-

This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative

sors. The use of volunteered geographic information and

Commons Attribution Licence (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0), which permits copying

citizen science is also rapidly expanding the volume of

and redistribution for non-commercial purposes with no derivatives, provided
the original work is properly cited (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-

water and environmental data (e.g. Fienen & Lowry ;

nc-nd/3.0/).

Werts et al. ; Sui et al. ; Little et al. ). In
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addition, data availability has vastly improved as govern-

State of Victoria, Australia. The initial purpose of the

ments in many countries adopt open data policies

VVG portal was to assemble datasets for university research

(Zuiderwijk & Janssen ). Yet paradoxically, despite

as well as make legacy data, community-sourced ground-

this unprecedented access to data, limitations remain on

water information and government datasets visible to the

how to use these data to best develop water management

public. The portal was launched on July 12, 2012, by the

policy and further the public understanding of groundwater

Centre for eResearch and Digital Innovation (CeRDI) at

science (e.g. Loch et al. ).

FedUni in collaboration with international and national

Part of the problem is the sheer range of information

research agencies, state government departments, regional

sources and volume of data that is available. In Australia

water authorities and industry partners. It is innovative

for example, information and data on groundwater are dis-

because it offers real-time access to information and data

tributed via dozens of web-portals, web-based geographic

that are normally invisible to most of the community. The

information system (GIS) tools, password protected portals,

system seamlessly integrates data and information using

cloud storage, portable storage devices; hardcopy maps,

international data exchange standards, federating all or

theses, reports, newsletters, documents, videos and pod-

parts of groundwater databases with disparate schemas

casts. Outside of the research community, this impressive

and stored on disparate systems, subject to the custodians’

resource of data, information and knowledge is largely

consent. Tools for data querying and 3D visualisations

ignored simply because most people do not have the knowl-

were developed to assist decision making and community

edge, capability or desire to deal with the data deluge. Many

engagement.

people feel increasingly time-poor and even though there is

Arguably the most novel aspect of the VVG research

a plethora of data available, there is little opportunity or

project has been in evaluating the impacts of the web

desire to undertake the research required to bring available

portal over its initial two years of operation, through a multi-

information together in ways that best answer the questions

disciplinary

that will guide future planning for sustainable and equitable

information technologists and social scientists. This team

groundwater use.

used a combination of tools including survey instruments,

To partially address these issues spatial data infrastructure (SDI) has been developed and deployed to federate

collaboration

between

hydrogeologists,

expert reference groups, and internet analytics to explore
the following research questions:

groundwater data from disparate database sources into a
single web portal thereby making data more easily discover-

1. How has the VVG project and web portal impacted at the

able. Globally, the Canadian Groundwater Information

industry and community level since the program

Network (GIN) was the initial exemplar that was developed

commenced?

using open geospatial standards and technologies (Boisvert
& Brodaric ). Other examples include the European

2. To what extent has the web portal supported decision
making at the industry and community level?

Commission’s INSPIRE network (Uslander ), the

3. In what way has the provision of current groundwater

United States National Groundwater Monitoring Network

data been improved since the establishment of the VVG

Data Portal (NGWMN) (ACWI ), the New Zealand
SMART system (Klug & Kmoch ) and the Australian
National Groundwater Information System (NGIS) (Iwanaga et al. ; BOM ). In all cases these portals are
managed by the government agencies with the statutory

portal?
4. To what extent has the VVG portal been used to assist
groundwater and catchment managers?
5. To what extent have there been increased productivity
gains for industry and users of the web portal?

responsibility for groundwater management.
By contrast, the Visualising Victoria’s Groundwater

These questions are designed to test the value of the

(VVG) portal (www.vvg.org.au) was developed outside of

investment required to federate groundwater data from

the

Australia

authoritative and trusted sources and then build the tools

(FedUni), to federate all known groundwater data for the

that allow groundwater information to be visualised. The

government

by

Federation

University
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In the late 1970s the SCA developed a separate bore

value is assessed by the end users’ adoption of the project

database for monitoring groundwater levels in observation

and the practice change it creates.

bores that were constructed for salinity investigations, now
under the custodianship of DEDJTR. In addition, several

SOURCES OF VICTORIAN GROUNDWATER DATA

other bore databases that were developed by former public
utility agencies (e.g. the State Electricity Commission,

Established as a Colony in 1851, the State of Victoria

SRWSC, Country Roads Board, Victorian Railways, Ports

occupies 227,416 km2 of the southeast Australian main-

and Harbours, etc.) have now been privatised. Although

land (roughly comparable in size to Laos, Romania or

much of the historic groundwater data have been captured

the UK). Records of drilling by the Victorian Government

on the WMIS, a vast amount of hydrogeological, geotechni-

commenced in 1884 and were published in a series of

cal and lithological information has been archived.

annual reports, generally referred to as the Boring

The current situation is that groundwater data in Vic-

Records, until 1965 (e.g. Langtree ; GSV ). The

toria are divided across several government departments,

ﬁrst comprehensive groundwater database was assembled

water agencies, research organisations, public archives and

by the Geological Survey of Victoria (GSV) in the late

private industries.

1960s with the introduction of the Groundwater Act
1969, the ﬁrst groundwater legislation for the State.
From the mid-1980s onwards the hardcopy records were

VVG PORTAL CONSTRUCTION AND FUNCTION

progressively transferred to a digital database, and
included private wells licensed as groundwater bores, as

In collaboration with the project partners and stakeholders,

well as groundwater investigation or observation bores

the VVG portal was designed to include the following

drilled by other government agencies such as the State

features:

Rivers and Water Supply Commission (SRWSC) and the

•

Soil

Conservation

Authority

(SCA)

and

subsequent

equivalents (although these agencies also kept their own
bore databases).
Machinery of Government changes in mid-1988 saw the
State bore database duplicated as statutory functions were
divided between various departments. One copy was
merged with several rural water authority databases to
become the Victorian Groundwater Data Base (VGDB),
which subsequently became the Groundwater Management
System (GMS) and ﬁnally the Water Measurement Information System (WMIS) currently under the custodianship
of the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP). The other copy remained with the GSV
and was developed into the Geological Exploration and
Development Information System (GEDIS), which included
the mineral, stone and hydrocarbon exploration bores, currently under the management of the Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
(DEDJTR). Although data exchange was attempted for a
few years following the split, the databases ultimately grew
into quite separate entities.
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user requests will be fulﬁlled via real-time access to
remote databases by integrating the interoperable web
services they each provide;
the data resides with the data managers (ensuring currency and validity);
it has a spatial map function that is intuitive to use (similar to Google Maps);
all forms of data are included – vector, raster, text and
multimedia;
data downloads are allowed (subject to data custodian’s
consent);
spatial data entities link to the original source documents
and images;
it is capable of dynamically synthesising the data;
interactive 3D visualisations can be created for userselected scenes;
users can add, edit or update data (subject to quality
assurance and quality control);
the spatial data and models are credible to the user.
These features of the VVG are also reﬂected in allied

spatial information systems built by CeRDI for broader
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research applications (e.g. Dahlhaus et al. , ; Milne

bespoke requirements upon the foundations of the Open-

et al. ; Thompson et al. ), which share key principles

Layers (openlayers.org) javascript library. Other Javascript

including:

libraries like jQuery, jQueryUI and DHTMLX Tree have

•

use open-source and standards-compliant software wher-

been leveraged to provide additional user-interface com-

•

build upon existing collaborative software initiatives and

•
•
•

ever possible;
contribute enhancements/tools back to the research
community;
ensure the ﬂexibility of the developed system to consume
data from a variety of sources so as not to interfere with
existing provider work practices;
ensure end-user tools and applications are fast, intuitive
and easy-to-use;
software is cloud-based so there is no end-user requirement for software, updates, computation power or
plug-ins.
The SDI for the VVG project builds upon software pro-

jects fostered and supported by the Open Source Geospatial
Foundation (www.osgeo.org). Delivery is primarily via a
web-browser, the portal interface having been built to

Figure 1

|

Generalised systems architecture and data ﬂows for the VVG system.
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ponents and functionality.
While most data are consumed via interoperable services, there are a number of datasets hosted and delivered
by VVG. Spatial data engines Mapserver (www.mapserver.
org) and Geoserver (geoserver.org) are used for the Geospatial processing and service delivery using Open Geospatial
Consortium (www.opengeospatial.org) standards. Vector
data are commonly stored within a MySQL or PostGIS database and raster data are dynamically processed from its
native format. To deliver complex web feature services
(WFS) such as GroundwaterML (Boisvert & Brodaric
, , ), the Geoserver app-schema extension has
been deployed. Geonetwork (geonetwork-opensource.org)
is used as the public-facing metadata catalogue for the
portal.
The general systems architecture and data ﬂows are
illustrated in Figure 1.
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At present the VVG portal seamlessly federates 79 datasets on Victorian groundwater from six disparate custodians.

Bore data from: (1) WMIS, containing groundwater bore
data for wells drilled under the statutory licences, managed by DELWP; (2) GEDIS, containing mineral, stone
and

hydrocarbon

exploration

bores,

managed

by

DEDJTR; (3) the salinity observation bore database managed by DEDJTR; and (4) the research bore database
managed by FedUni. The latter also contains data on
existing bores that are not recorded elsewhere (termed
‘orphaned bores’). In total, data on over 400,000 bores

•
•

have been federated.
Groundwater spring data from the Victorian Mineral
Springs Database managed by an individual researcher
(Dr Andrew Shugg).
Sites where groundwater contamination may have
occurred and have either been issued with a Certiﬁcate
and/or Statement of Environmental Audit; been declared
a Groundwater Quality Restricted Use Zone; or been
listed on the Priority Sites Register for environmental
clean-up or pollution abatement notice. These sites are
managed by EPA Victoria, the State environment protec-

•

|

18.2

|

2016

may be linked to the bore data. The intention is to always
provide the source documents where possible.
The website includes background information about

These are as follows:

•

Journal of Hydroinformatics

tion authority.
Groundwater surfaces interpolated for the Victorian
Aquifer Framework (VAF) including the predicted
depth to water table, predicted groundwater salinity,
elevation of the natural surface, elevation of the geological basement, and the structure surfaces of the 17
aquifers and conﬁning beds that make up the state-wide
groundwater systems framework (SKM ). Additional
modelling was undertaken in the VVG project to derive
the depth to, thickness, and bottom elevation from
these structure surfaces, resulting in 68 surfaces in total.

•

Seamless geology map supplied as a web service from the

•

Boring records in digital form from the State Library of

GSV (DEDJTR).
Victoria. Where the information can be matched, the
boring record is linked to the data for that individual
bore shown on the map portal.

the project, the project partners, the data sources, historical context for the data, an extensive user guide, answers
to frequently asked questions, news and newsletters, a
documentary video about the project, a research blog
and contact details. The web portal includes a Plain English disclaimer to alert the user to the facts that the data
and information may not be accurate, current or complete; is subject to change without notice; is continually
being validated, enhanced and updated; and is subject to
the usual uncertainties of scientiﬁc research. Hence data
quality and data provenance (metadata) are issues for
the data custodians. It is their data and they set the rules
of service.
Tools in the map portal include the ability to select
between different base layers (supplied by Google), reorder the data layers, adjust the transparency of the layers,
vary the query radius for bore data, export data as Excel
spreadsheets, search for a street address and search for a
bore identiﬁer. Drawing tools are also included to allow
users to mark on the map and send a comment via email.
This function has been used by researchers and the general
public to indicate where data may be incorrect, such as the
location of a bore, and thus allow the data custodians to
improve their data veracity.
Four query modes are available: a bore query that ﬁnds
all the bores within a user-selected radius; an EPA data
query that is used to discover the information behind a contaminated site; a query which returns the data related to a
polygon on the geological map; and the ability to query
the predicted depth to water table, water quality and
hydrostratigraphy at any selected point. This last query effectively provides a virtual borehole log at any selected
location in Victoria, based on the layers provided in the
VAF.
Specialised functionality was developed to deliver 3D
groundwater visualisation via the web-browser (Figure 2).
In collaboration with the Queensland University of Technology,

a

modiﬁed

version

of

their

Groundwater

In some bore databases, such as the FedUni ground-

Visualisation System (GVS) (Cox et al. ) has been

water research database and the WMIS, additional

deployed on a dedicated 3D server at FedUni. The VVG

materials such as images, documents and sketch maps

portal communicates with the 3D engine via HTML5
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An example of the user-selected 3D visualisation screen.

web-sockets (MacLeod et al. ). All processing and ren-

of the site, two further surveys were undertaken: (1) a 1-

dering is handled by the server which simply sends an

minute ‘snapshot survey’ as an on-line pop up invitation

image stream back to the client. The HTML/Javascript

available to those accessing the portal and (2) a 10-

front-end client handles user interactions with the gener-

minute on-line survey, by invitation to key end users.

ated 3D Scene using a custom JSON-based messaging

Data across these three surveys was reviewed for compat-

protocol. Bore information is dynamically requested and

ibility, analysed and cross referenced, as appropriate.

rendered into the scene by the 3D engine in real-time via

2. Individual interviews: Structured interviews were held

a GeoJSON data feed. The visualisation becomes selectable

with targeted individuals to gain subjective insights into

only once the zoom level is around 1:100,000 or larger and

user perceptions of service delivery, levels of satisfaction

displays the top surface of the landscape and aquifers or

and issues of concern. This provided data that sup-

conﬁning beds beneath. The user can interactively change

plement and validate the other data collected for the

the orientation of the view, select/deselect layers and

research.

bores and create cross-sectional slices.

3. Document analysis: Program documentation (internal)
was thematically analysed to identify the synergies
between the aims and the implementation of the VVG.

VVG PORTAL EVALUATION METHODS

In addition external documents, particularly audit reports
posted on-line by EPA Victoria, were analysed to gain signiﬁcant insights into the role of the VVG portal as a

For the impact assessment, a mixture of qualitative and
quantitative methods was used, viz:

decision making tool.
4. E-mail feedback: Feedback was collected on an ongoing basis

1. Surveys: An on-line benchmark survey of the stakeholders,

from the inception of the VVG portal. This provided longi-

collaborators and participants in the VVG project was

tudinal data for the study and enabled feedback on a variety

undertaken at the commencement of the project in July

of issues (e.g. technical enquiries, service improvement, ser-

to December 2012. Two years after the implementation

vice gaps, data queries, etc.) to be gathered across the life of
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the project. Both email requests and responses to requests

pre-testing process (resulting in no comparative data from

were analysed as part of this data collection method.

before the VVG portal implementation) and the absence

5. Website analytics: Time-series statistics on portal usage

of a control/comparison group slightly reduces the rigour,

were reviewed through the mechanism of Google Analytics.

the scope of data gathered in situ provides for high levels

Data validity was ensured through a ﬁltering process that

of data validity.

veriﬁed only valid portal visits were included in the analysis.

In particular, the mix of methods allowed cross-referencing of ﬁndings and established a process whereby issues

Ethical approval appropriate for research involving indi-

that were not addressed or identiﬁed through one data col-

viduals was gained from the Human Research Ethics

lection method could be picked up through alternative

Committee of FedUni and principles guiding the data collec-

methods. Importantly, the use of a multi method approach

tion and analysis process were observed to serve the best

allows for triangulation of the methods (interview, survey,

interests of all participants at each stage of the research pro-

feedback, analytics and document analysis), type (qualitative

cess (Ethics Approval Number A14-015).

cross sectional and statistical across an extended time-

Data collection for the study was contemporaneous with

frame), and data source (e.g. government employees,

the VVG portal implementation as there was no capacity to

members of community and industry and other researchers).

undertake pre-testing due to the funded research program

The resulting approach overcame many of the issues often

timelines. The benchmark survey was intended to provide

raised in relation to data validity of qualitative case studies

the initial gauge for impact measurement, although much

in research and conform to recommended strategies in

of the interview and feedback data also provided insights

data collection for effective case study research (Yin ).

into working with groundwater data prior to availability of
the VVG. Consequently, while the absence of a structured

Table 1

|

The statistics for the impact assessment methods are
listed in Table 1.

Statistics for the various qualitative and quantitative methods used in the VVG portal impact analysis

Data collection
method

Data collection period

Proﬁle of data accessed or participant type

Quantity

Document analysis

May 2011–February 2015

All documents relevant to the VVG project (internal and
external)

7 internal, 51
external

Benchmark survey

July 2012–January 2013

State and Federal Government, researchers, consultants and
water authorities

12 participants

Snapshot survey

July 2014–November 2014

Consultants, drillers, industry representatives, researchers,
water managers and administrators, citizens, primary
producers, educators

81 participants

On-line survey

July 2014–November 2014

Government water managers and administrators, industry
representatives, researchers, water authorities, citizens,
primary producers, educators

40 participants

Individual
interviews

September 2014–
November 2014

Key representatives of: government water managers and
administrators, researchers, water authorities, drillers,
consultants. This included data providers

9 participants

Email feedback

July 2012–December 2014

Environmental auditors and consultants, groundwater
consultants, drillers, civil engineers and geoscientists, GIS
specialists and geospatial consultants, teachers, surveyors,
water service companies, academics and researchers,
community groups, water authorities, primary producers and
environmental lobby groups

136 participants

Website analytics

July 2012–January 2015

Reports on website usage from Google Analytics

134,000 page views,
30,406 valid visits
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The approach used in the data analysis was to apply a
hierarchy of impact to each pool of data. The impact hierarchy has three levels, loosely based on the concepts
developed by Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick (, , )
that relate to levels of learning. Their work measured learning in terms of Reaction (initial reaction to the training),
Learning (a measurable increase in knowledge about an
issue), Behaviour (a change in behaviour that reﬂects an
application of what was learnt) and Results (changes in out-

Figure 3

|

Statistics on the web portal use.

comes because of the learning). The hierarchy applied to the
data in this study modiﬁes this conceptualisation to measure

Daily, weekly and monthly statistics conﬁrm that the

impact in terms of the following:

major use is during industry working hours with much

Level 1: The Primary Impact based on website usage statistics

lower usage during weekend and holiday periods. The

and feedback on the VVG portal, to measure its initial

spike in the second quarter of 2014 can be attributed to a

impact and value as a data resource. This level provides

short radio interview about the VVG portal broadcast on

baseline data into the extent to which there has been an

the Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s Country Hour, a

impact on practice within industry and community.

state-wide program aimed at rural and regional communities

Level 2: The Practice Impact based on the extent to which
the VVG portal is being utilised within the workplace

(Worthington ). The interview was replayed the following day and resulted in 803 visits over the 2-day period.

and/or community to aid in decision making. It also con-

Collation of data collected from all 278 participants

siders whether the end users have modiﬁed their work

through interview, surveys and email feedback provided

and/decision making practices, made productivity savings

information on the various sectors actually using the site

and integrate the portal into their individual practice

(Figure 4). While there was a signiﬁcant level of interest

decisions in industry and in community.

from government departments (including water and catch-

Level 3: The Sector Impact based on the extent to which the

ment management authorities), and research organisations,

VVG portal is becoming embedded in the activities under-

the highest level of representation was from the commercial

taken and decisions made by the groundwater sector (i.e.

sector (primary producers, consultants, drillers) and an

regulators, practitioners, researchers and the community).

emerging interest from community (Landcare and environ-

At this level the impact of the VVG portal is considered in

mental groups, and private individuals).

terms of its integration as a tool that the sector views as

Based on the observed growth in users, it can be

part of planning and decision making on groundwater

assumed that the VVG portal functions successfully as a

use, environmental planning and research innovation.

data resource. This was further tested by the survey data

All data were assigned a level (1–3) dependent on
impact as assessed on the basis of ﬁndings across the various

that related to ease of use of the portal, information availability and data quality (Figure 5).

data collection methods.

PRIMARY IMPACT
Following a soft launch in mid-2012 the usage statistics (as
measured by Google Analytics) for the VVG portal have
steadily grown from 408 valid visits in the ﬁrst quarter to
nearly 1,600 visits by the last quarter of 2014 (Figure 3).
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accessed in real-time was not readily understood, there were
greater concerns around data reliability, e.g. The difﬁculty
with the VVG is … because [it doesn’t have] direct access to
the information, it’s knowing whether it’s got the latest readings
[end user – sector unknown]. While this type of feedback was
limited to less than 1% of the qualitative data collected from
the participant pool, it nevertheless indicates a need for
ongoing end user education on how dynamic access to
remote databases ensures that the data are always current.
The impact data analysis also highlighted that some end
users remain confused around data ownership and the integrity of the datasets available through the VVG portal. There
were 8% of respondents who assessed that the quality of
data not useful and 14% who assessed that the data could
not be trusted. Qualitative insights highlighted that some
end-users misunderstood that data accuracy remains the
responsibility of the data custodians rather than the VVG
web portal managers, for example:
Figure 5

|

Rating of portal accessibility and quality.

‘There is not enough available geological and hydrogeoloTriangulation of survey results with the interview feed-

gical data, i.e. lithology and standing water level. There is

back and written qualitative data found a high level of

also not enough water quality data. Also, when looking at

correlation in regard to these same variables. The following

the map, not every existing bore is represented by a dot.

statements provide a representative sample of end user

This can make it a long process to ascertain the exact

views on issues of ease of use, information availability and

location of each bore and is frustrating.’ [end user –

trustworthiness of the data:

sector unknown]

‘The VVG is very good in that it was set up for groundwater

‘[A suggestion which] may help improve VVG: ensuring

users. Quite often water databases are set up for surface

the GPS position of all onshore water bores – for example

water users and so they’re a bit clunky for groundwater but

there are some bores that appear in the offshore Gipps-

the VVG has a focus on groundwater and it is very intuitive,

land basin near petroleum wells, that have obviously

it’s very easy to access information.’ [end user – research]

been plotted in the wrong location.’ [end user – sector
unknown]

‘An easy one stop shop for most of the data I need to help
a customer. I can also walk through the VVG with the

However, the data show that the vast majority of end users

customer over the phone. It is quick, it is easy and it deli-

understand that the VVG portal provided data that were as

vers!!! It’s more satisfying than a Snickers [chocolate bar].’

accurate and as current as possible and was drawn from

[end user – water authority]

existing and known data sources. The ﬁndings align with
the published literature that identiﬁes a positive association

Where the user understood that the VVG dynamically

between ease of access and increased frequency of use (e.g.

accessed updated information from source data bases, the

Shanahan ) and the importance of high quality data as a

rating was high, e.g. Interoperability standards … you’re really

fundamental component of innovation in technology (Haug

leading the way in that kind of thing [end user – government].

et al. ; Anstiss & Marjanovic ; Li et al. ; Horn

However where the notion that remote databases were

et al. ).
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The extent to which the web portal has become an inte-

hitting the go button. It makes my life a lot easier, so

gral part of the practice of end users is further reinforced by

instead of trying to explain everything over the phone,

data on the frequency of use, identiﬁed by two data pools

they’ve got it in front of them as well. So for someone

(Figure 6). The ﬁrst examines the frequency with which

who is just getting into it, having that visual aide, it’s

the user accessed the portal (daily, weekly, monthly) and

just brilliant.’ [end user – water authority]

is drawn from two out of the three surveys (n ¼ 52). The
second data pool is drawn from the participants to the

‘It’s made the data open source. In previous years you had

third survey (n ¼ 81) and depicts how often each respondent

to go to a consultant to get the data, and they held it and

has returned to the site for a repeat use of/access to the

they probably held onto it tightly. So now you don’t have

information available through the web portal.

to rely on one company or one source to get the data, it’s

One of the most deﬁnitive trends to emerge from the

freely available … giving people a place where they can

written and verbal qualitative data for this study was the

access groundwater information that anyone with a

consistency with which participants identiﬁed that the

decent browser can access.’ [end user – industry]

VVG portal had increased user capacity to manage the
knowledge themselves. The single point of data access was
consistently identiﬁed as a signiﬁcant attraction:

The Primary Impact identiﬁes clear alignments between the
VVG study ﬁndings on access, quality and usage, with those
of previous research (Table 2), particularly in terms of:

‘People love it, because it’s so easy to get on. I just say, if
it’s a farmer or whatever, are you in front of a computer
right now? Just type in VVG. It comes up quite quick,
one button to get into the portal and I think you’ve got
the map in front of you. People just zoom in, and we’re
looking at the same screen, and we’re looking at their
little patch of Victoria. We can look up the same information on the same bore within a couple of minutes of

Figure 6

|

Frequency of website use and repeat visits.
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Aligning the VVG impacts with existing research knowledge

Key ﬁndings from the existing literature

Aligned Primary Impact measure of the VVG (data discovery)

1

Ease of access and visualisation is critical to an enhanced understanding of
groundwater/natural resources and improved environmental management
(e.g. Lewis et al. ; Iwanaga et al. ; Garcia-Rodriguez et al. )

A single geospatial data portal as a means by which to
better access and understand groundwater data

2

Technology provides a mechanism through which to build social capital by
enhancing equity in information access and knowledge building.(e.g.
Simpson et al. ; Lloyd-Smith ; Busch ; Thornton & Leahy
; Cegarra-Navarro et al. )

An innovative and equitable mechanism for knowledge
building and knowledge sharing

3

Technology driven knowledge building enhances public participation in
planning and decision making (e.g. Ramirez ; Jankowski ;
Martins De Freitas ; Jackson et al. )

A publicly available portal that facilitates user
participation and enhanced decision making

4

Access to data (natural resource, groundwater or other types) provides a
platform for public education on critical community issues (e.g.
Zimmerman & Meyer ; Klug & Kmoch )

A portal for building community and industry education
around groundwater issues

PRACTICE IMPACT

‘Are you able to provide the layers for groundwater depth
and salinity that we can incorporate into our GIS

In moving beyond the Primary Impact, evidence emerges

system? If not, can you please advise which public body

that the VVG portal has a higher order level of impact

can provide this information.’ [end user – not speciﬁed]

when considering the changed nature of user feedback
since the inception of the project (Figure 7). A noticeable

‘I am a consultant working with a local Council in south

shift is apparent from end users initially providing positive

western Victoria on domestic wastewater management

feedback and requesting help on site use, to suggested

planning. Domestic wastewater relates to onsite systems

enhancements and queries on how to maximise their knowl-

also called septic tanks. Depth to water table is one of

edge building.

many risk factors relevant to onsite efﬂuent management,

It should be noted that the data provided in Figure 7 is

so I was interested to see the ‘Depth to water table layer in

cross sectional (taking and analysing data at a single point

the VVG portal’ (see attached screen shot) … I am wonder-

in time) rather than longitudinal (data involving the same

ing if this data available for download in geotiff (or some

individual over a set timeframe), hence it provides indicative

other relevant), format?’ [end user – consultant]’

rather than deﬁnitive evidence of change. Nevertheless, these
data show an emerging shift in the type of input and infor-

‘I’m wondering whether it is possible to be provided with

mation being sought by end users of the web portal. This

the GIS data (preferably in ESRI shapeﬁle format, or

can be further explored by the qualitative feedback, such as:

AutoCAD) of EPA Victoria sites within the Brimbank

Figure 7

|

Change in VVG portal feedback over time.
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City Council area? Coordinates of sites that have had a

participants, were asked to identify the extent to which

53x or 53v EPA audit should be sufﬁcient, but if infor-

information accessed through the VVG portal was used to

mation on the sites could be included that would also

inform decision making. There was surprising uniformity

be helpful.’ [end user – not speciﬁed]

in the results, with many of the types of data assessed as
similarly valuable for decision making (Figure 8).

The steady increase in the number of requests made via VVG

For the sub-set of 49 interview and survey participants,

portal feedback for the raw data of the publicly available data

40 (82%) assessed the depth of data and 41 (84%) assessed

indicate that they remain invisible or difﬁcult to access for a

that the volume of information available through the VVG

number of end users. As a result, the VVG portal is seen as a

was important for informing and supporting decision

de facto information provider and in some cases, has

making. This was conﬁrmed by the qualitative data, such as:

responded by providing web services to make the government
information provision easier. The scope of these requests, and

‘I’d say that we are deﬁnitely end users. There’s about 30

the regularity with which they are received, highlight that:

people in my company and in contaminated land consult-

•

ing in Melbourne there’s probably another 30–40 big

•
•

since establishment, the VVG has become a central
resource in terms of knowledge management and the provision of trusted advice on groundwater issues;
ease of access and an open access policy plays an important role in building end user conﬁdence in seeking
information relevant to their needs;
the VVG, through the provision of support, advice, and
web services is addressing a service need not currently
addressed in more traditional areas of groundwater information provision.

companies that do similar work. I would say 90% of
[those] companies use the VVG as the ﬁrst port of call
to look at what groundwater data might be available on
that site.’ [end user – consultant]
‘Pretty much everyone in the industry uses it. You can get
the geology, how many bores are in the area, depth to
groundwater, salinity.’ [end user – industry]
‘I heard the interview on the Country Hour today and

Further validation of the shift to Level 2 (Practice

think this site will be invaluable to me as I do farm

Impact) is found in the analysis of data relating to how the

water designs for clients across the Western District as

VVG portal is impacting on decision making, productivity

well as well as advising clients on how to improve their

gains and groundwater data integrity. A sub-set of 49 inter-

farming water management.’ [end user – agricultural

view and survey participants, from the original pool of 142

advisor]

Figure 8

|

Assessed importance of VVG functions in decision making.
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Overall, the vast majority of participants assessed that the

The analysis of overall value placed on individual data-

VVG was an important resource which provided a better

sets was gathered for 40 participants through one survey

basis for groundwater planning (Figure 9).

tool (the on-line survey), so provides only a snapshot of
views across the participant pool (Figure 10).
The value of the various datasets also varies by industry. For example, although the EPA Victoria sites
(contaminated sites) rated lower in the on-line survey
(Figure 10), an analysis of the contaminated site audit
reports for 2012–2015 show that these data are of great
value to the environmental consultancy industry. Since
the launch of the VVG portal, a total of 321 audit and consulting reports have been added to the EPA Victoria ﬁle
management system. Of these, 51 (16%) have included
data that were identiﬁed as sourced from the VVG web
portal, providing evidence of the inﬂuence of the VVG
portal in that industry.
The ﬁnal evaluation of the Practice Impact was in examining, within the subset of 49 participants involved in the
survey and interview process, the issue of potential for productivity saving (Figure 11).
While not formalised through economic modelling, the
analysis does provide a consistent view that the VVG

Figure 9

|

Figure 10

VVG data provides a better basis for groundwater resource management.

|

End user value attributed to the individual datasets.
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An assessment of productivity saving through efﬁciencies.

of data, and in responding to requests for information. Again
this was reinforced by the qualitative data:

While data were collected on the use of individual datasets (Figure 10), there was no measure within this survey
data of the value end users found in the ability to draw on

‘All the drillers I speak to use it a fair bit because it has

multiple sets of data at a single point of time. For this beneﬁt,

all the information in one area. Rather than going to

insights were drawn from analysis of the qualitative data

ten different websites … it’s good like that. It saves you

which found that there were 172 instances (from the total

time. Especially when you run your own business, time

participant pool of 278) in which feedback was provided

is money sort of thing, so it’s good that it’s [the infor-

speciﬁc to the value of the capacity to browse multiple data-

mation] all in the one area and it’s pretty much tailored

sets when making an inquiry about or investigating a

to what you want. You’ve got the existing bores in the

groundwater issue.

area, the geology, depth to groundwater and salinity.’
[end user – drilling industry]

‘I like the way you’ve brought together all the data sets
from different agencies and made them appear as seam-

‘Yes there are efﬁciencies absolutely. I guess internally at

less data sets. There is a lot of contextual data that’s

[sic] we have our own systems operating and the VVG

interesting. I particularly like the 3D, it’s absolutely

complements those systems very well. Where we ﬁnd the

amazing, it’s cutting edge.’ [end user – not speciﬁed]

greatest beneﬁt to the VVG is in getting information
quickly and getting a good picture. … So because of that

‘Putting on all the EPA water site locations and then the

there are beneﬁts in time savings because we can get

link to the actual EPA audit … for me that’s by far the

information quickly and make decisions quickly.’ [end

most beneﬁcial [addition] … I’ve found the Advanced

user – water authority]
‘Frees you up when you don’t have to track down and
work with data to do other things.’ [end user – industry]

Aquifer tools where you click on it and it drills you the
theoretical borehole through the ground to be useful …
It provides a one-stop-shop for accessing this type of
data.’ [end user – consultant]
‘The best tool currently available for locating groundwater

SECTOR IMPACT

bore and aquifer information. It provides in the one webbased place, access to groundwater data and related infor-

Finally, when looking at the shift from Level 2 (Practice

mation (e.g. Depth to Water Table, geology etc.) with

Impact) to Level 3 (Sector Impact), two impact measures

which I can gain a quick appreciation of the deﬁning

were explored: the ﬁrst is the opportunity for the VVG to

groundwater features of an area … One stop, single inter-

meet diverse information needs and the second is the ability

face access to multiple sources of data … has broad value

of the VVG to improve data accuracy and research

to the groundwater industry and the community of

potential.

Victoria.’ [end user – not speciﬁed]
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In addition, 53 participants had speciﬁcally referred to the

the industry and the community as it facilitates improved

value of the multiple datasets in supporting accurate and

groundwater data management and enhanced data accuracy

timely responses, e.g.

for the sector.

‘Being a geologist and a drilling contractor it gives us
more information that we can pass onto your clients
about possible water sources for bores. Also gives us
some information about previous drilling and construction methods used in the area, which helps quoting etc.’
[end user – drilling industry]
‘Quick provision of various datasets checking data
against various sources quick source of information to
help with enquiries.’ [end user – not speciﬁed]

‘The congregation of all of these disparate datasets, which
have been poorly managed – and I know that VVG
doesn’t manage the datasets but just bringing them all
together – having them all together just allows us to get
a better idea of the integrity of the datasets as well …
Facilitating the identiﬁcation of data shortfalls … It
might also highlight issues with duplication of data or
data that’s presented in different attributable positions,
for instance.’ [end user – water authority]

A total of 46 participants made reference to the value of the

‘… that gathering of intellectual property is useful and

spatial features of the VVG, for example:

also that physical scanning and the highlighting of
errors or duplication on the database … I’d go and con-

‘The ability to see the information spatially which has been

ﬁrm and see what was on there [the VVG] because it

the big leap I think. Previously we could access groundwater

had not only the WMIS data but the Geological Survey’s

information but as a RWA [rural water authority] we could

logs and also the bore database that FedUni has of its

access the information but it was slow, we would just be

own. So I went there to basically check on my own data

able to extract it as tables and we would then have to manip-

set and conﬁrm whether that was right or not. Sub-

ulate the data, plot the data, to be able to see how the levels

sequently I found some errors in both sets, so I’ve

were responding over time, or the quality or whatever it

updated mine.’ [end user – government department]

might have been and the rock types that they might have
intersected if they were drilling a bore at a particular

Participant feedback also provided a reinforcement of the

location. But again being able to see that information

fact that the VVG portal is a means to enhance data, as

spatially is where the VVG has been a real beneﬁt to our

recognised by those who work closely with the datasets

organisation and we’ve been able to couple that with

available through the web portal. This awareness is captured

some of the other work that’s been happening at a state-

in statements such as:

wide level as well so we’ve been mapping groundwater aquifers across the state.’ [end user – water authority]
Before the implementation of the VVG portal, groundwater
data were only brought together by individuals on an as
needs basis, so there was less potential to systematically
identify data shortfalls or duplications. However, being
able to bring together a range of datasets that otherwise
are not normally viewed together has provided end users

‘The quick interactions with that [VVG] portal can give
someone an idea about the sorts of issues that might present themselves in their area of interest. So if they see
straight away that there’s information there from various
parties present, then they’ll know straight away that they
have to go here or there to get more data.’ [end user – government department]

with the ability to rapidly see data duplication, data shortfalls, data gaps and/or data inaccuracies in existing

‘VVG technology provides an opportunity to add extra

groundwater information. This ability was assessed as an

data sets without having to rebuild.’ [end user – water

important development by the groundwater data custodians,

authority]
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